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Sexism at work
What is the impact of sexism at work?
Sexism is inef cient
Sexist assumptions and practices can hold employees back and channel them into the wrong
roles. Women may be shut out of senior positions or diverted into roles seen to require
stereotypically ‘feminine’ skills. Men have been found to rapidly leave jobs dominated by women
due to social stigma, with some preferring unemployment[1]. This is a waste of human resources.

Sexism harms employees
Sexist expectations and behaviour have been shown to negatively affect employees’ performance,
sense of belonging, mental health and job satisfaction[2]. Sexist behaviour and practices, when
frequent and normalised, have been shown to be as detrimental to employees’ occupational wellbeing as sexual harassment[3][4].
Less than half of EU citizens believe gender equality has been achieved at work.
Source: Eurobarometer [5].

Sexism damages an organisation’s image
94 % of EU citizens believe gender equality is a fundamental right
Source: Eurobarometer [6].

When employees feel that sexist behaviour and practices persist in spite of efforts to build an
inclusive workplace, organisations can be accused of ‘gender washing’, i.e. only making cosmetic
changes.
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Many organisations have made a commitment to  diversity and inclusion to increase the number
of employees from under-represented groups and improve their experience in the organisation.
The European Commission adopted a diversity and inclusion strategy in 2017 and the nine EU
justice and home affairs agencies published a diversity and inclusion statement in 2019[7]. Yet
without organisational change to combat deeply entrenched gender stereotypes and unconscious
bias, these efforts can be undermined.
The Council of Europe recommendation on combating sexism states that sexism in the workplace
includes:

… derogatory comments, objecti cation, sexist humour or jokes, overfamiliar remarks,
silencing or ignoring people, gratuitous comments about dress and physical appearance,
sexist body language, lack of respect and masculine practices which intimidate or exclude
women and favour fellow men[8].


In practice, it can be di cult to agree on what constitutes sexism and to create an environment
where everybody feels free to voice concerns. This can be a particular challenge in multicultural
and hierarchical environments.
This handbook will show you how gender stereotypes and unconscious bias manifest themselves
in sexist organisational practices and individual behaviour; how this affects employees,
organisations and wider society; and what action you can take to rid your organisation of sexism.

“Unconscious bias is not about ‘bad people’ who have it and ‘good ones’ who don’t – it’s
about being aware, learning how to deal with it and creating structures and processes that
are less prone to biases.”
Rebekka Wiemann, Equal Opportunities O cer, Council of the European Union
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